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Abstract 

The artificial intelligence self-organizing neural network is a supervised or unsupervised kind of attempt to find features and 
similarities in high dimension data that characterizes the data. SOM is a learning algorithm both supervised and competitive 
unsupervised, specifying the behavior of a node impact for only those nodes and arcs near to it, to uncover the hidden 
patterns in data. Since, compost sample consists of several mineral nutrients consisting of both light and heavy weighted 
metals. Out of these metals some are beneficial and some may cause terrible harm for the development of crops. Finding 
prediction range for such critical high dimension sample data like compost is an entail. This paper introduces the 
implementation process of a self-organizing neural network on the compost sample data to characterize each mineral 
nutrient according to a desirable value. The results show the competitive accuracy and predictions of the compost data 
revealing what steps to be taken next concerning its use for agricultural practice. It draws out empathy and adoption 
criterion based on the accuracy and prediction range which is termed as feasibility and viability factors.  Further, the 
conclusion states that SOM Neural Network is practicable to use for any such kind of critical parameters such as mineral 
nutrients before applying it for the nurturing and development process of crops. The implementation of SOM on Compost 
data is done using both R and Python, complementary to each other tools. 
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1. Introduction 

SOM algorithm work on competitive learning mechanism to adjust weights by activating single node at a time and input it to 
neural network. The single node is selected based on the similarity between the current input value and other nodes and 
node with smallest distance is selected. It is kind of artificial neural network tool used for clustering and visualization of 
data. It is one of the tools used for exploratory data analysis [17].   The application of SOM varies from commercial data 
mining, business analysis, and agricultural feeding. The most arousing model of SOM is called Kohonmen network [9]. 
SOM is a spatial organization technique that forms matrix structure in 2D, 3D or high dimensions. It reduces dimension, 
cluster data, find distance between clustered data point by applying a distance measuring approach such as Euclidean, 
Correlation, Direction cosine, and   Block distance, etc. and visual data as shown in figure 1.1 where red node are input 
node and green node are the matching nodes (similar) with smallest distance. Data visualization helps to find accuracy and 
predictions [20]. Since, data is messy and processing such kind of data is tricky or unsatisfactory, but finding accuracy and 
prediction of such data is mandatory hence, implementation of SOM on such data exemplifies features and patterns [18] of 
mineral nutrients.  SOM is one of the best matched algorithm through which empathy of a particular data point can be 
derived to find its adoption rate. If the accuracy of data is damaged then empathy towards using a particular data sample 
loses. This paper highlights the use artificial neural network SOM for deciding the empathy and adoption criteria of 
compost sample dataset. 
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Figure 1.1: Euclidean distance between nodes. 

2. Recent study 

In 2018, W. Zhang, J.Wang, et al., proposed a supplementary concept for SOM taking into consideration the cloud satellite 
data explaining the most influential and able approach [7]. In 2017, D. Miljkovic reviewed architecture, description and 
application of SOM [3]. In 2016, AJ Hussain, D. AlJumeily, et al., introduced a novel method of recurrent neural network 
by taking inspiration through an immune algorithm. The improvement is done on the over fitting problem and results show 
the average improvement [15]. In 2015, S Gassen, B Callebaut, et al., introduced an algorithm and application of SOM 
named FlowSOM for analysis and visualization of Flow or mass cytometry data. The algorithm outputs star charts and 
clusters for the performance of   markerson cells [8]. In 2013, M. Kanimozhi and C. Hima proposed a method to segment 
brain tissues consisting of four stages; preprocessing, transformation, extraction, and combination of vectors. The proposed 
method shows the more segmented images of brain tissues [16].  In 2011, J. Andres, F. Sanchez, et al., propose the 
bankruptcy of a firm in Spanish Group, where the authors clustered the group in borderline and non-borderline companies. 
The final output identified the bankrupted companies [13]. In 2011, S. Rende and M. Donduran, proposes a method for 
comparison of global HDI ranking and SOM clustering. The authors proposed the application of SOM on HDI for 
promoting the learning of policies in multi countries. The authors discovered that some policies are letting companies away 
from ranking [14]. In 2010, N. Marchetti, N.Prasad, and T. Cai present the general concept of SOM, with its need and 
requirement, and also research challenges are highlighted. The authors have addressed the growing complexity of networks 
[5]. 

3.  Materials and Method 

Analysis and visualization of complex data become simple with the implementation of SOM [10]. SOM technique reduces 
huge dataset into smaller chunks call maps, without the direction of any exterior sources [7] [19]. Self organizing system is a 
dynamic system that has tendency of finding thing in system itself [6]. They are robots in pattern recognition and can be 
applied to both abstract and concrete data [4]. Implementation and investigation of the behavior of SOM Neural network on 
high dimension data like compost facilitate to decide the adoption criteria based on derived empathy. Since the proportion 
of mineral nutrient differs in compost sample as shown in table 3.1 a., while SOM assigns weights to each mineral nutrients 
vector as shown in table 3.1 b.  Both table shows mineral nutrients ( ix ) and weights ( jw ). N neurons are also set, arranged 
in multidimensional such as { 1 2 3 ......... mn Xn Xn X Xn } forms a matrix. Each neuron is assigned a space. Consider x  and jw    
as n-dimensional inputs and corresponding weights,  

1 2 3[ , , ,........., ]m
Tx x x x x=

 and 1 2 3[ , , ,........., ]j j j j jm
Tw w w w w=

   
where j=1, 2, 3, ....... , n  and n is the total number of output neurons in the network. The best match is to be found between 
x  and jw . Therefore, compute T

jw . x for j=1, 2,....., n and select the largest among these. Minimize distance 
|| x  and jw ||   
by Euclidean distance by using index ( )i x where  

||( ) argmin ||ji x x wj= −
     

and the corresponding weight vector vi, ( )i x is the closets weight vector, a winning neuron. 
 

Table 3.1 a. Mineral Nutrients in Compost and 3.1 b. corresponding weights Assigned to Nutrients 

Other similar node with 
Euclidean distance (smallest)  

Input Node 
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3.1 Working of Self Organizing Neural Network 
The SOM Neural Network works as follows [1]: 

1. Assign weights to every node. 
2. From a given training data set, select a random vector. 
3. The random vector becomes an input vector. Examine each node of the input vector to which 

one's weight is most likely, called the Matching unit. 
4. Likewise, BMU's are found, hence decreasing the number of neighbors concerning time. 
5. All the neighboring and other nodes go on fitting like matching nodes.  

 
3.2 Implementation of SOM on Compost Sample Data 
Neural network helps to investigate the structure of data. The composition of each mineral nutrient is considered as node. 
After all n iterations, best matching pattern are output indicating that node that does not match the input node is not 
permissible to be part of compost sample. Likewise each mineral nutrient is mapped. For compost sample data SOM is 
implemented in python for visualizing a unified distance matrix, means distance between adjacent neurons is visualized. Fig. 
3.2.1 show unified distance matrix specifying the distance between adjacent neurons. The light gray color signifies 
codebook vector forming cluster while dark color signifies the large distance between points. Dark color helps to form 
cluster and act as separator. Hence, U matrix form cluster of similar data points in compost sample data. 

 
Fig. 3.2.1 Unified Distance Matrix 

The figure 3.2.2 a below shows the representation of mineral nutrients with its map.  The R code for implementing map()  
on mineral nutrients is as follows [19]: 
map<-som(x,grid=g,alpha=c(0.05,0.01),radius=1) 
plot(map,type=’codes’,palette.name=rainbow,main=”4 by 4 mapping of Application Data”) 
plot(map,type=’’dist.neighbour’) 
The map() applies function to every element of input and transform  it into vector of same length as output. Map() expresses 
interpretive and appealing data. It identifies each mineral nutrient with different colors polygon shape, in an appealing 
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manner. In the sense, it performs clustering, classification, analysis, mapping and quantification of data vector [2]. A 
mapped element signifies the accuracy and closeness in data points of compost data [12]. 

 
Fig.3.2.2.a. Polygon shape Mineral Nutrients generated by map() in R 

 
Empathy map gains deeper insight of the data and represents its usefulness. To track adoption criterion of compost sample 
for crops, deriving empathy is vital. Therefore finding accuracy and predictions is needed. SOM classifies each node of 
input vector and maps to the output vector to find accuracy and predictions [11]. The R code for classification, accuracy and 
predictions is as follows [19]: 
map<-xyf (trainx,classvec2classmat(factor(trainy)),grid=somgrid(5,5,”hexagonal”); 
accuracy(codex,codey); 
p<-predict(map,newdata=testxy)// predictions are based on training data 
table(predicted=p$predicitions[[2]],Actual=y) 
#cluster 
par(mfrow=c(1,2)) 
plot(map,type=’codes ’,main=c(“codes x”, “codes y”)) 
map.hc<-cutree(hclust(dis(map$codes[[2]])),2) 
add.cluster.boundaries(map,map.hc) 
par(mfrow=c(1,1)) 
 
4.  Results and Conclusions  
 
Visualization of high dimensional data such as compost consisting of many mineral nutrients, light, and heavy metals, differ 
the input pattern.  Clustering summarizes the information of the entire mineral nutrients in each subset. The implementation 
of accuracy (codex, codey) in R gives accuracy of compost data to be 63%, while p<-predict(map);pred; give prediction 
73.80%. It signifies that to some extent the compost sample consists of such mineral nutrients proportion that gains accuracy 
and can be applied to crops. Prediction signifies what will happen next and suggest the actions to be taken for the optimal 
outcome.  Also, if the accuracy of data is damaged the classification and predictions become difficult to find.  According to 
organic fertilizers requirement specification of each mineral nutrient available in compost [21], table 4.1 shows the 
feasibility and viability factor for use of compost samples based on the prediction range. 

 
Table 4.1 Feasibility and Viability factor for use of compost sample 

Prediction Range Empathy Adoption Criterion 
Above 75% Forecasted 100% 

Above 50% and below 75% Mediocre 60% 
Below 50% Portent 0% 

Here in table 4.1empathy is decided on the prediction range based on which adoption criterion is derived. Adoption 
criterion decides the utility of particular compost sample. The prediction range above 75% is in stage to be forecasted and 
adoption of 100% mean compost sample can be applied to crops, while prediction range above 50% and below 75% is 
mediocre with adoption rate near to 60% mean sample can be applied to only few crops and prediction range below 50 %, 
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empathizes portent with adoption rate 0%; means compost sample is harmful to use for crops. Hence, SOM Neural Network 
is practicable to use for finding accuracy and prediction of critical parameters such as mineral nutrients. Empathy decides 
the usefulness of compost sample for nurture and development process of crops. In this study a new criteria in terms of 
empathy is derived for deciding the quality of compost sample. 
 
5. Future Enhancement 
 
The study can further be extended to quantify and standardized compost, especially municipal solid waste compost taking 
into consideration predictions, empathy and adoption criterion as the key factors. 
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